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This paper looks at a hardware firm's decision to make its products forward 
and backward compatible in a model with heterogeneous consumer preferences.  
First, looking at a competitive hardware market, we show that backward 
compatibility always increases the valuation of hardware by the marginal 
consumer (who has the lowest valuation among purchasers of the new hardware), 
but backward compatibility can reduce the valuation of higher consumer types. 
Next, we look at a monopoly case. The effect of backward compatibility on the 
profit of the monopolist depends on how consumers substitute between old and 
new software programs and how sensitive the number of programs is to 
consumers' expenditures. The final part of the paper considers the case where the 
hardware firm has an option to employ an ‘open licensing contract’ on the 
software market, as is common in the video game industry. In this case, the firm 
uses the combination of the hardware price and a licensing fee to price 
discriminate between different consumer types. We study how compatibility 
decisions affect the price-discrimination scheme. 
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1 Introduction

This paper builds a vertically-di¤erentiated products model with heteroge-

neous consumer preferences and analyzes the e¤ects of compatibility on soft-

ware supply and hardware demand under three di¤erent market structures:

a competitive hardware market; a monopoly hardware; and a market where a

hardware monopolist has property rights on the software side.1 This article

clari…es the strategic nature of forward and backward compatibility deci-

sions and shows that the e¤ects of compatibility decision critically depend

on a distribution of consumer preferences.

When an entity introduces a new system consisting of hardware and soft-

ware, it makes a decision about the architecture of the new system. The

architecture determines whether the new hardware technology can facilitate

old-generation software (backward compatible); whether a new-generation

software program can be used with the old-generation hardware technology

(forward compatible).2 Under forward compatibility, the old hardware can

use new-generation software programs; however, it cannot utilize the soft-

ware’s full range of functions.3 Under backward compatibility, new hard-

ware facilitates old-generation software programs, but the combination of

old-generation software programs and new hardware results in the same qual-

ity that the old hardware provides.4 Independent software producers then

decide whether to produce their programs for the new or old hardware plat-

1The hardware/software industry denotes any industry that deals with both a physi-
cal machine (hardware) and complementary programming (software). This includes, for
example, the television industry, which has the actual TV as its hardware and TV pro-
gramming as its software. Other examples include computers and computer software,
Nintendo and Nintendo games, compact disc players and compact discs, and many other
such markets.

2When two technologies are both forward and backward compatible, they are two-way
compatible. When neither forward nor backward compatibility is supported, they are
non-compatible.

3For instance, B/W TV receives color TV signals at B/W quality.
4For example, MS-Windows runs MS-DOS-based programs at the quality of MS-DOS
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forms. Figure 1.1 illustrates the relationship between hardware and software

under backward and forward compatibility.

Most previous studies have explored a …rm’s choice between two-way com-

patibility and non-compatibility (Farrel and Saloner (1992) and Choi (1996)).

Also, they assume that the bene…ts from a technology increase monotonically

with the size of consumer groups owning compatible technologies. If we infer

the strategic implication of one-way compatibility from the assumption, it is

always weakly better for a …rm with a new technology to make its technology

backward compatible, but not forward compatible with an existing technol-

ogy. For instance, Farrell and Saloner (1992) argue that it is always desirable

for a …rm to o¤er a one-way converter with its product: to do so enhances the

value of the …rm’s product without also enhancing its rivals’. However, these

previous studies do not consider a software provider’s incentive to invest in

new-generation software. This paper shows that the implications of com-

patibility decisions can be quite di¤erent in the consumer-hardware-software

framework. To motivate our model to readers, we o¤er two examples, one

covering the case of forward compatibility and the other covering backward

compatibility.

In 1950, the FCC voted to adopt CBS’s color system as an industry stan-

dard.5 This color system was, at the time, only backward compatible. That

is, whereas color TV could receive black-and-white (B/W) signals, B/W TV

could not receive color TV signals. According to previous studies, the op-

timal choice for color TV adoption is the backward- compatible color TV

system. However, since a majority of household had B/W TV sets, broad-

casting companies were not interested in airing major programs in color.

And, because of the limited number of programs in color, consumers did not

have an incentive to upgrade to color TV. Finally, in 1953, the FCC reversed

its decision and adopted two-way compatible technology. That is, both B/W

and color TV customers could receive color TV signals. After this change,

broadcasting companies could send their color programs to both households

5See Farrell and Shapiro (1992)
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with B/W and color TV sets. Therefore, they had much better incentives to

develop color TV programming. Color TV programming increased rapidly,

creating a larger consumer demand for color TV. This color TV example

shows that supporting forward compatibility can actually be bene…cial for

the adoption of a new technology, contrary to the prediction of the existing

models.

As an example of a product for which backward compatibility was an

issue, consider DVD and DIVX.6 DVD and DIVX are competing to capture

the market for the next generation of digital formatting. A DIVX player

not only plays all DVD discs, but it also plays special DIVX discs that

cannot be run on DVD players. That is, DIVX is backward but not forward

compatible with DVD. The DIVX platform seems to be a more attractive

choice than the DVD platform. However, software companies can sell their

DVD programs to consumers who own either a DVD or a DVIX player.

Also, since the underlying di¤erences between DVD and DIVX are relatively

small, no large group of consumers has been willing to pay more for the extra

feature available through DIVX. The prevalence of backward compatibility

and the small number of consumers willing to pay for the extra feature of

DIVX have convinced software companies to continue producing primarily

for DVD players. In fact, as of May 31, 1999, there were 3,317 titles available

in DVD format, but only 471 titles available in DIVX. The launch of DIVX

has been unsuccessful so far, and DVD has become the market standard

for digital formatting. This example shows that backward compatibility can

actually ‘back…re’ the adoption of DIVX.

These two examples help clarify the strategic nature of forward and back-

ward compatibility decisions. However, we cannot generalize the lessons from

these two examples to all other cases. The e¤ects of compatibility decisions

critically depend on a distribution of consumer preferences. For instance,

suppose that a majority of consumers highly di¤erentiated the quality dif-

ference between color and B/W (corresponding to many “high types” in our

6See Dranove and Gandal (1999).
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model) and bought color TV sets even with a small number of color TV

programs. In this case, broadcasting companies would have switched away

from B/W towards color programs even with the only-backward-compatible

technology. Consumers with B/W TV would have had a very limited B/W

TV programs. Even consumers who did not di¤erentiate the quality di¤er-

ence between B/W and color would have been enforced to upgrade to color

TV. With many high-type consumers, only-backward-compatible technology

would have been the optimal choice for color TV adoption. Therefore, the op-

timal compatibility decision for a new technology adoption critically depends

on the distribution of consumer preferences.

We need a more formal approach to evaluate these e¤ects of compati-

bility on a …rm’s pro…ts and new technology adoption. This paper builds a

vertically-di¤erentiated products model with heterogeneous consumer pref-

erences. In our model, consumers of heterogeneous preferences generate and

receive di¤erent sizes of network e¤ects.7 In this setting, we analyze how

consumers and software companies react to these compatibility choices.

The central logic of this paper is illustrated in Figure 1.2. In a free-entry

equilibrium, in which software companies just recover the …xed development

cost, the variety and prices of software programs are endogenously deter-

mined by consumers’ spending on software, and there exist positive external-

ities among consumers.8 The compatibility decision determines a consumer’s

choice set at the software market.9 When the choice set changes, a consumer

changes her consumption pattern, which a¤ects other consumers through

software prices and variety. That is, compatibility choice has two e¤ects on

7Most works on network externalities assume that all consumers within the same net-
work generate and receive the same size of network e¤ects.

8The price of a software program must be high enough for a limited consumer base.
As the consumer base gets larger, software programs can recover the …xed development
cost with a lower price. Therefore, as more consumers buy a hardware technology, more
software programs for it can be supplied at lower prices.

9For instance, consumers can use only software programs of the same generation as
their hardware under non-compatibility, while they can use software programs of both
generations under two-way compatibility.
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consumer surplus from hardware. First, it has the direct e¤ect of changing

a consumer’s software choice set. Second, it has the indirect e¤ect of chang-

ing the software prices and variety. The combined e¤ects in‡uence hardware

demand.

The …rst part of this paper studies the case of a competitive hardware

market. The main results of this section are, …rst, that backward compatibil-

ity always increases the marginal type’s10 valuation of the new hardware, but

can reduce discriminating consumers’ (high types’) valuation. Therefore, im-

plementing backward compatibility invokes a welfare trade-o¤ even among

consumers with the same hardware platform. We also show that forward

compatibility can actually encourage the adoption of new technology, as in

the case of color TV.

In the second part of the paper, we consider the case of a monopoly

producer of new hardware. The price of a new hardware platform is the

marginal types’ willingness to pay for the additional bene…ts of new hard-

ware over old hardware. Since backward compatibility increases the marginal

type’s valuation of new hardware, it has a positive e¤ect on the monopoly

supplier. However, it can increase the bene…ts of old hardware by increasing

the number of old software programs. Therefore, backward compatibility

can actually ‘back…re’ new technology. The e¤ect of backward compatibil-

ity on the …rm’s pro…t depends on how backward compatibility a¤ects the

old-generation software market.

The third part of the paper explores how our analysis changes when the

hardware company has property rights on both the hardware and software

sides and has an option to employ a licensing contract on the software market,

as is common in the video game industry. The …rm can use the combination of

the hardware price and a licensing fee to price discriminate between di¤erent

consumer types. In this case, backward compatibility also involves a trade-

o¤ between pro…ts from the hardware market and from the software market.

10The “marginal type” is the type who is indi¤erent between buying and not buying
products.
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Depending on parameters, this …rm optimally chooses non-compatibility and

tries to make old-generation software programs obsolete.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1.1 reviews previous studies.

Section 2 presents the formal model and imposes several restrictions. Sections

3, 4 and 5 study a competitive hardware market, hardware monopoly and

a market where a hardware monopolist has property rights on the software

side, respectively. Concluding remarks follow these analyses.

1.1 Literature

This paper is related to many lines of research. There is large literature on

network e¤ects.11 However, this paper shows quite di¤erent implications of

one-way compatibility from the existing literature. For instance, David and

Bunn (1988) argue that in the battle between rival technologies, the adoption

process and its formation of de facto standard may be decisively tipped by

the development of a “one-way” converter that allows one of the technologies

to obtain some of the network externalities accruing from the installed base

of the other, but not vice versa. However, this paper shows that backward

compatibility can actually back…re the adoption of a new technology and

forward compatibility can help the adoption process.

There is ‘Mix and Match’ literature (Economides (1989) and Matutes

and Regibeau (1988)). In their models, compatibility choice does not change
the supply of complementary products. In our paper, compatibility choice,

a¤ecting the pro…tability of software providers, changes the supply of comple-

mentary software programs. Therefore, our model makes di¤erent predictions

about the e¤ects of compatibility on …rms’ pro…ts.

Chou and Shy (1990) and Church and Gandal (1992) show how a net-

work e¤ect can arise with a CES utility function and free entry condition

on the software market. They maintain the assumption that software pro-

11For a more comprehensive survey, see Katz and Shapiro (1994) and Benson and Farrell
(1994). See, Choi (1994, 1996,1997) Economides (1989), Farrell and Saloner (1985, 1986),
Katz and Shapiro (1985, 1986), among others.
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grams are not compatible between the two hardware technologies though.

Also, they implicitly assume that both hardware technologies are capable of

performing the same tasks and that all consumers value software programs

equally. Our paper builds a vertically-di¤erentiated-product model in which

heterogeneous consumers get di¤erent utility from the same network size and

generate di¤erent network e¤ects on other consumers.

2 A Simple Model

This section describes a model that includes hardware, software and con-

sumers. The consumption of software programs provides no bene…t without

hardware and vice versa.

Hardware
There are two hardware technologies, old-generation and new-generation,

denoted by hardware O and hardware N. The unit production costs for hard-

ware O and N are HO and HN , respectively.

Software
Software programs written for hardware O and N are called old-generation

software programs and new-generation software programs, respectively. De-

veloping software programs incurs …xed costs, FO and FN respectively. Soft-

ware programs are assumed to have zero marginal production cost.12 At

the beginning of the game, vo old-generation software programs have already

been developed and been available. Hardware N is introduced with a limited

number of new-generation software programs, v.

There is no entry barrier in the software industry. Therefore, the number

of software companies in the market is endogenously determined to make

the pro…ts from developing a software program equal to the …xed cost of

development.

12Our results will not change qualitatively even with a positive marginal production
cost.
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Even though consumers can consume multiple software programs, they

generally consume only one unit of each program since additional copies of

a software program do not provide consumers with higher utility.

The combination of hardware O and old-generation software programs

yields low quality, while the combination of hardware N and new-generation

software programs yields high quality. Whether a hardware technology works

with software programs of a di¤erent generation depends on compatibility

decisions.

Compatibility
The entity that introduces the new system decides about the architecture

of the new system. The architecture determines whether the new hardware

technology can facilitate old-generation software; whether a new-generation

software program can be used with the old-generation hardware technology.

(1) Non-compatibility (NC): Under non-compatibility, a hardware tech-

nology can facilitate only software programs of the same generation. The

combination of hardware and software programs from di¤erent generations

produces no bene…t.

(2) Backward compatibility (BC): Under backward compatibility, hard-

ware N can facilitate both old-generation and new-generation software pro-

grams. However, the combination of hardware N and old-generation software

programs still provides low quality.

(3) Forward compatibility (FC): Under forward compatibility, hardware

O can facilitate both new-generation and old-generation software programs.

However, the combination of hardware O and new-generation software pro-

grams still provides low quality.

(4) Two-way compatibility: When both backward and forward compati-

bility are supported, the new technology is two-way compatible with the old

technology.

Consumers
Consumers’ preferences are denoted by a quasi-linear utility function,
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U(x; y; t) +M , t = h;m; or l, where M is the amount of money spent on

outside goods, and U(x; y; t) represents the utility level that a type t receives

from consuming x old-generation software programs and y new-generation

software programs. There are three types of consumers: types h (high), m

(middle) and l (low). All types get the same utility from consuming old-

generation software programs, but they di¤er in their willingness to pay for

new-generation software programs.

Assumption 1: Ux(x; y; l) = Ux(x; y;m) = Ux(x; y;h) = Uy(x; y; l)
Uy(x; y; l) < Uy(x; y;m) < Uy(x; y;h).

Assumption 1 implies that all three types have the same marginal utility

of old-generation software programs; low-type consumers are indi¤erent be-

tween old-generation and new-generation software programs; high-type con-

sumers highly di¤erentiate between them; and middle-type consumers are

between low-type consumers and high-type consumers in this regard. There

are Nh high-, Nm middle-, and Nl low-type consumers.

Consumers maximize their utility by choosing optimal x and y at the

software market with two constraints.13 One is a budget constraint, M =

B ¡Px
i=1 poi ¡

Py
i=1 pni; where B is a total budget and poi and pni are the

prices of old and new-generation software programs, respectively. Software

products are labeled so that lower index ”i” means lower price.
Px
i=1 poi andPy

i=1 pni denote the total expenditures on old-generation and new-generation

software, respectively.

The other constraint is that consumers’ choice sets are determined by

their hardware platforms and compatibility. For instance, under non-compatibility,

consumers owning hardware O will maximize U(x; 0; t)+M by choosing only

old-generation software programs.14

13x and y must be integers. However, we treat x and y as continuous variables since
there is no integer problem in this paper.
14There is another constraint that the number of software programs consumers want to
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Since di¤erent software programs are available for a di¤erent hardware

technology, each hardware generates a di¤erent consumer surplus. Con-

sumers choose hardware N when the additional consumer surplus of hardware

N over hardware O is larger than the price di¤erence between hardware N

and O.

The timing of moves
The timing of moves is illustrated in Figure 2.1. At the beginning of the

game, the entity that introduces the new system makes its compatibility deci-

sion. Consumers buy their hardware technologies. Then, software companies

enter the software market by developing software programs. Consumers make

their optimal purchase of software programs.

Parameter restrictions
The number of old-generation software programs that have already been

developed is vo. We assume that vo is large enough that the pro…ts from

developing additional old-generation software program is less than the devel-

opment cost. Therefore, the number of old-generation software programs is

…xed at vo. Assumption 2 is a su¢cient condition for this.15 In section 4.2,

we will comment on how implications of our results change when Assumption

2 is relaxed.

Assumption 2 Ux(vo; 0; l) < FO
Nl+Nm+Nh

As will be shown later, Assumption 2 implies that the price of an old-

generation software program is uniformly Ux(vo; 0; l): For convenience, we

denote Ux(vo; 0; l) by ¹px: At this price, each consumer owning hardware O

buys vo old-generation software programs . The consumer surplus from hard-

ware O becomes CSO; where CSO = U(vo; 0; t)¡ ¹pxvo:
buy must be less than or equal to the number of programs actually available. However,
the constraint is not binding because as we shall see, we posit that the prices of software
will be set such that it becomes irrational for consumers to demand in excess of what the
market will provide.
15Lemma One in section 3.1 will show this.
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Hardware N is introduced with v new-generation software programs. There-

fore, the minimum value of hardware N isCSN(t); whereCSN (t) = U(0; v; t)¡
Uy(0; v;h)v:

16 As more consumers buy hardware N, more software programs

will be supplied at lower prices.17 Therefore, the consumer surplus from

hardware N will be determined by how many consumers buy hardware N.

For instance, CSN(h;m; l; t) denotes consumer surplus of type t from hard-

ware N when all three types choose hardware N. CSN(h; t)denotes consumer

surplus of type t when only high-type consumers buy hardware N.

We assume that all high-type consumers optimally buy hardware N and

all low-type consumers optimally buy hardware O when these hardware plat-

forms are supplied at marginal production cost, HO and HN .

Assumption 3.1 CSO ¡HO > CSN(h;m; l; l)¡HN
Assumption 3.2 CSO ¡HO < CSN (h)¡HN
Assumption 3.1 is a su¢cient condition for low-type consumers to buy

hardware O. The left-hand side, the net consumer surplus from hardware

O, is larger than the right-hand side, the maximum net consumer surplus

from hardware N for low-type consumers.18 Similarly, Assumption 3.2 is a

su¢cient condition for high-type consumers to buy hardware N. The left-

hand side, the net consumer surplus from hardware O, is less than the right-

hand side, the minimum net consumer surplus from hardware N for the

high-type consumer.

With Assumption 3.1 and Assumption 3.2, this paper focuses on the hard-

ware decision of the middle-type consumers. As will be shown, the middle

type’s hardware decision critically depends on the compatibility decision.

16The minimum number of new-generation software programs is v: The potentially high-
est price for the new-generation program is uy(0; v;h): Therefore, the minimum bene…t of
owning hardware N is CSN(t) = U(0; v; t)¡ uy(0; v;h)v:
17Lemma One in section 3.1 will show this result.

18The highest consumer surplus from hardware N is achieved when all consumers buy
hardware N.
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Equilibrium Selection
Since the variety and prices of new-generation software programs depend

on how many consumers buy hardware N, there exists a coordination prob-

lem among consumers. According to expectations, we can have multiple

equilibria. Therefore, without an equilibrium selection, we cannot analyze

companies’ strategic choices.19 Similar to the approach taken by Katz and

Shapiro(1986), this paper assumes that decisions are made as if middle-type

consumers can coordinate their choices.

Assumption 4 Consumers of middle type can coordinate to get their best
payo¤.

3 A competitive hardware market.

This section studies the case in which these hardware technologies are non-

proprietary and are supplied in a competitive market at marginal cost, HO
and HN . We will solve for consumers’ optimal consumption of software pro-

grams and hardware technology under non-compatibility, backward compat-

ibility, and forward compatibility.

3.1 Non-compatibility

Under non-compatibility, a hardware technology facilitates only software pro-

grams of its generation. Therefore, consumers owning hardware N will buy

only new-generation software programs. They maximize U(0; y; t)+M; (s.t)

M = B¡Py
1 pni by choosing y. yt(py) denotes the type t’s optimal consump-

tion of new-generation software programs when they sell uniformly at price

py:
20 Consumers owning hardware O maximize U(x; 0; t) + M; (s.t) M =

19It would be of interest how consumers’ expectations are formed, but we set aside the
issue.
20yt(py) is argmax U t(0; y; t)¡ pyy:
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B¡Px
1 poi by choosing x. When each old-generation software sells uniformly

at price px; x¤(px) denotes the optimal consumption of these programs:21

The prices of software programs are endogenously decided by consumers’

consumption patterns in free-entry equilibrium. As the size of the consumer

group owning hardware N increases, a software company can sell more units

of a software program and recover its …xed cost with a lower price. At the

free-entry equilibrium, in which software companies just recover the …xed

development cost, more software programs for it can be supplied at lower

prices with a larger consumer group.

Let us solve how these prices are determined in a general subgame where

k consumers have hardware O and b middle-type consumers and d high-type

consumers have hardware N.22

Suppose that there are ® old-generation software programs. In this case,

all of these ® programs sell k units, each at price Ux(®; 0): In the old-

generation software market, vo old-generation software programs have already

been developed. By Assumption 2, the marginal utility of the voth old-

generation software program is lower than FO
Nl+Nm+NH

: Therefore, a company

cannot recover the …xed development cost even with selling its program to

all consumers owning hardware O. There will be no additional old-generation

software development. All these vo software programs sell uniformly at price

¹px = Ux(vo; 0; l):

Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between software prices and variety in

the new-generation software market. A software company cannot recover the

…xed cost FN with a lower price than FN
b+d

since a new-generation program

can sell at most b+ d units. Therefore, the lowest price for a new-generation

program is FN
b+d
: At this price, consumer type m wants ym( FN

b+d
) programs.

If ym( FN
b+d
) programs are not supplied at this price, then a new …rm can

enter, sell to all b+ d consumers, and make a pro…t, contradicting free-entry

equilibrium. Therefore, ym( FN
b+d
) programs are supplied at price FN

b+d
.

21x¤(px) is argmax U(x; 0; t)¡ pxx:
22Under Assumption 3, all low-type consumers optimally buy hardware O: Therefore,

we exclude the case where a low-type consumer buys hardware N.
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Since the high type gets higher utility than the middle type, high-type

consumers want to buy more programs. Since an additional program can be

sold at most d units, the price of an additional programmust be at least FN
d
to

recover the …xed cost: If high type’s willingness to pay for an additional pro-

gram is higher than this price, high type buys additional (yh(FN
d
)¡ ym( FN

b+d
))

programs, and by free entry they must all be supplied.

Lemma 1 Suppose that b middle-type consumers and d high-type consumers
purchase hardware N. At the free-entry equilibrium, every consumer own-

ing hardware O buys vo old generation software programs, each at price ¹px;

where ¹px = Ux(vo; 0). Every consumer owning hardware N buy ym( FNb+d) new-

generation software programs, each at price FN
b+d
: When yh(FN

d
) is higher than

ym( FN
b+d
); every high-type consumer purchases additional (yh(FN

d
)¡ ym( FN

b+d
))

programs, each at price FN
d
:

Proof. See Appendix (a)

As a result, some new-generation software programs sell high volumes at

low price, and some new-generation software programs sell low volumes at

high price.23 All make zero pro…t in the new-generation software market.

The number of software programs that are supplied at a lower price ( FN
b+d
)

is decided by the number of programs that a middle type buys. The more

middle-type consumers spend on new-generation software, the larger their

externality on high-type consumers is.

Let us study middle type’s hardware decision. Since each consumer own-

ing hardware O can buy old-generation software programs each at ¹px; the

consumer surplus from hardware O is CSO; where CSO is U(vo; 0; t)¡ ¹pxvo:
When all consumers of middle type choose hardware N, by lemma one, ev-

ery middle-type consumer buys ym( FN
Nm+Nh

) new-generation software pro-

grams each at price FN
Nm+Nh

: The consumer surplus of middle type from

23In this case, ym( FNb+d ) new-generation programs sell b + d units, each at price
FN
b+d :

(yh(FNd )¡ ym( FNb+d )) new-generation programs sell d units, each at price FN
d :
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hardware N is CSN(h;m;m); where CSN(h;m;m) is U(0; ym( FN
Nm+Nh

);m)¡
( FN
Nm+Nh

)ym( FN
Nm+Nh

):

CSO ¡HO < CSN(h;m;m)¡HN¡ ¡¡ (Equation 1)

Equation 1 shows the condition under which middle-type consumers choose

hardware N. We will study how backward compatibility changes this condi-

tion.

3.2 Backward Compatibility

This section studies the e¤ects of backward compatibility on consumer sur-

plus from hardware N. Under backward compatibility, consumers owning

hardware N can use both old and new-generation software programs. They

maximize U(x; y; t) +M; (s.t) M = B ¡Px
1 poi ¡

Py
1 pni by choosing x and

y. Since old-generation software programs and new-generation software pro-

grams are imperfect substitutes for each other, the marginal utility of new-

generation software programs depends on how many old-generation software

programs an individual has.

(BC1) Uxy(x; y; t) < 0.

(BC1) assumes that the cross derivatives of the utility function with re-

spect to x and y are negative. That is, the more old-generation software

programs an individual has, the lower the marginal utility of new-generation

software program is.

Even if hardware N can technically facilitate software programs of both

generations, we can have corner solutions where individuals buy only new-

generation software. (BC2) and (BC3), comparing the MRS24 between new

and old-generation software programs with the ratio of two prices, rule out

the corner solutions.
24Marginal rate of substitution
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(BC2) Uy(0;y; m)
Ux(0;y; m)

< FN
Nh+Nm

1
¹px
:

(BC3) Uy(0;y ;h)
Ux(0;y ;h)

< FN
Nh

1
¹px
:

(BC2) and (BC3) are su¢cient for middle-type consumers and high-type

consumers owning hardware N to buy some old-generation software pro-

grams. Without (BC2) and (BC3), backward compatibility is meaningless

since consumers owning hardware N will buy no old-generation software pro-

gram.

Backward compatibility changes consumers’ choice sets of software pro-

grams and thereby consumers’ expenditures on software programs. There-

fore, backward compatibility brings in a di¤erent set of software prices and

variety. These changes in the software prices and variety have di¤erent e¤ects

on consumers with heterogeneous preferences.

Let us study how backward compatibility a¤ects the hardware decisions

of middle-type consumers. In the case where middle type consumers buy

hardware N, a consumer of middle type can buy new-generation software

programs each at FN
Nm+Nh

. Middle-type consumers maximizeMax U(x; y;m)
(s.t) B = ¹pxx+( FN

Nm+Nh
)y. Their optimal number of new-generation software

program under backward compatibility is represented by ymBC :
25 Therefore,

the number of new-generation software programs that are sold at FN
Nm+Nh

is ymBC : Under backward compatibility, they can buy their optimal number

of new-generation software programs at the same price as under the non-

compatibility case. Also, they can enjoy old-generation software. Therefore,
middle type’s consumer surplus from hardware N is higher under backward

compatibility than under non-compatibility (CSBCN (h;m;m) > CSN(h;m;m)).

Equation 2 shows the condition in which middle-type consumers buy hard-

ware N. Equation 2 is weaker than Equation 1. That is, middle-type con-

sumers are more likely to adopt hardware N under backward compatibility.
25The optimal consumption problem of a middle type is max U(x; y;m)¡ ¹pxx ¡

( FN
Nm+Nh

)y: The optimal xmBC and ymBC are such that mumx (x
m
BC; y

m
BC) = ¹px and

mumy (x
m
BC ; y

m
BC) =

FN
Nm+Nh

: The middle type’s consumer surplus from hardware N
(CSBCN (h;m;m)) becomesU(xmBC; y

m
BC ;m)¡ ¹pxx

m
BC ¡ ( FN

Nm+Nh
)ymBC :
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CSO ¡HO < CSBCN (h;m;m)¡HN¡ ¡¡ (Equation 2)
Let us study how backward compatibility a¤ects the high type’s consumer

surplus from hardware N. Let us look at the following three scenarios. In

the …rst scenario, middle-type consumers do not buy hardware N no matter

what the compatibility decision is. Under backward compatibility, the high

type buy new-generation software programs at the same price as under non-

compatibility and can use old-generation software. Therefore, high type’s

consumer surplus from hardware N increases with backward compatibility.

Figure 3.2A shows the second scenario where middle-type consumers buy

hardware N only under backward compatibility. Under non-compatibility

where only high-type consumers choose hardware N, each new-generation

software program sells at price FN
Nh
. Under backward compatibility, ymBC new-

generation software programs are sold, each at price FN
Nm+Nh

: Therefore, high-

type consumers buy these ymBC programs at lower price under backward com-

patibility than under non compatibility. Backward compatibility increases

the consumer base for new-generation software programs and has a positive

externality on high-type consumers.

Figure 3.2B shows the third scenario where middle-type consumers choose

hardware N under both non-compatibility and backward compatibility. Here,

backward compatibility does not increase the size of the consumer base

for new generation software programs. Middle-type consumers buys fewer

new-generation software programs under backward compatibility than un-

der non-compatibility. Therefore, the number of programs sold at a lower

price declines, which has a negative externality on high-type consumers. The

following example illustrates the case where backward compatibility indeed

decreases high type’s consumer surplus from hardware N.

Example 1 U(x; y;m) = log(x+y)+log(y); U(x; y;h) = log(x+y)+2 log(y);
¹px = 0:05; FN

Nm+Nh
= 0:2; and FN

Nh
= 0:5: Under non-compatibility, 10 new-

generation software programs are sold, each at price 0:2: However, under
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backward compatibility, only 20
3
new-generation software programs are sold,

each at price 0:2: The high-type consumer’s surplus from hardware N under

non-compatibility is 3 log(10)¡ 2; which is higher than the consumer surplus
under backward compatibility, log(20)+2 log(20

3
)¡2: Thus backward compat-

ibility can actually reduce high type’s consumer surplus from hardware N:

Backward compatibility does not improve every consumer’s surplus from

hardware N and involves a trade-o¤ even among consumer groups with the

same hardware.

Proposition 1 With backward compatibility comes a new set of software

prices and varieties, which have di¤erent e¤ects on di¤erent consumer groups.

Backward compatibility always increases the valuation of hardware by a marginal

type, although it can actually reduce the valuation of higher types.

3.3 Forward Compatibility and Two-Way Compatibil-
ity

Under forward compatibility, hardware O can facilitate both new and old-

generation software programs. Software companies can sell new-generation

software programs to both consumer groups, one with hardware N and the

other one with hardware O. Consumers owning hardware O purchase their

software programs based on price because those old-generation and new-

generation software programs are perfect substitutes for them.

(FC1) FN
Nh+Nm+Nl

< ¹px = Ux(vo; 0)

(FC1) implies that the …xed cost per capita of the new-generation soft-

ware program is lower than Ux(vo; 0) (the marginal utility of the voth old-

generation software program). If (FC1) does not hold, the (potentially) low-

est price of a new-generation program is higher than that of old-generation

program, so consumers owning hardware O will not buy new-generation soft-

ware. That is, forward compatibility is meaningless in the case (F1) does not

hold.
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With (FC1), some new-generation programs can be supplied each at
FN

Nh+Nm+Nl
; and by free entry they must all be supplied. Consumers owning

hardware O want to buy vF programs at FN
Nh+Nm+Nl

:26 Therefore, (vF ¡ vo)
new generation programs are supplied each at FN

Nh+Nm+Nl
:27

Lemma 2 Under forward compatibility with (FC1), vo old-generation pro-
grams sell each at FN

Nh+Nm+Nl
: Some of new-generation program sell each at

FN
Nh+Nm+Nl

:

CSFCO ¡HO < CSFCN (h;m;m)¡HN¡ ¡¡ (Equation 3)

Equation 3 shows when middle type buys hardware N under forward com-

patibility. Consumers owning hardware O buy vo old-generation software pro-

grams and some of new-generation software programs each at FN
Nh+Nm+Nl

. In

the comparison with non-compatibility, the bene…t of hardware O increases.

Also, some of new-generation programs are supplied each at FN
Nh+Nm+Nl

; which

increases the bene…t of hardware N. Therefore, forward compatibility in-

creases the bene…ts of hardware N as well as hardware O. The net e¤ect of

forward compatibility on the middle type’s decision to buy hardware N de-

pends on the relative size of these two e¤ect. The following example shows

the case in which forward compatibility increases the adoption of hardware

N:

Example 2 Suppose that U(x; y;m) = log(x + y) + log(y); HN ¡ HO =

log(36
5
) ¡ 0:6; ¹px = 0:5 FN

Nm+Nh
= 0:33 and FN

Nl+Nm+Nh
= 0:2: Then, the con-

sumer surplus of type m from hardware technologies are follows, CSNCO =

log(2)¡1; CSNCN (m;h;m) = 2 log(6)¡2; CSFCO = log(5)¡1; and CSFCN (m;h;m) =

26vF is arg maxU(x; 0; t)¡ FN
Nh+Nm+Nl

x: Please note that old and new-generation pro-
grams are perfect substitute each other for consumers owning hardware O:
27These new-generation programs sell k units to consumers owning hardware O and

(Nh+Nm+Nl¡k) units to consumers owning hardware N when the number of consumers
with hardware O is k.
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2 log(6)¡ 1:6: Type m chooses hardware O under non-compatibility but hard-

ware N under forward compatibility. Therefore, forward compatibility in-

creases the adoption of new technology.

Proposition 2 Forward compatibility not only protects consumer groups with
hardware O, but can also increase the bene…ts from hardware N. Forward

compatibility can, thus, increase the adoption of hardware N.

This result suggests an explanation for the color TV case. When con-

sumers were slow in upgrading to the color TV, broadcasters were reluctant

to send their programs in color since the majority of households had B/W

system. Consumers also did not have a reason to buy color TV with a limited

number of color programs. Therefore, it was di¢cult to break a chicken-egg

problem between software and households without supporting forward com-

patibility.

Remark 1 Two-way compatibility

Previous studies analyze a …rm’s incentive to adopt two-way compatibility

by assuming that bene…cial network e¤ects increase monotonically in the

consumer group with compatible technologies. However, in the setting of

consumer-hardware-software, the e¤ects of two-way compatibility depend on

the size of …xed costs and the distribution of consumer preferences. For

instance, suppose that (FC1) does not hold under two-way compatibility.

Consumers owning hardware O buy only old-generation software programs

and consumers owning hardware N buy both old and new-generation software

programs, as in the case of backward compatibility. Therefore, understanding

one-way compatibility is essential in understanding two-way compatibility.

4 Hardware Market Monopoly

This section investigates the e¤ects of the compatibility decision on the

monopoly pro…tability. From now on, we will analyze the case where hard-

ware N is supplied by a monopolist and hardware O and software are still
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supplied by a competitive market. This section identi…es the conditions un-

der which backward compatibility increases the monopoly pro…ts.

4.1 Non-compatibility

We have assumed that the low-type consumers will not buy hardware N

even if it is supplied at the marginal unit production cost. Therefore, the

…rm does not consider lowering its price to entice low-type consumers to buy

hardware N. The …rm’s optimal strategy is either selling hardware N to both

high-type and middle-type consumers or selling hardware N to only high-type

consumers.

The monopoly supplier of hardware technology N cannot price discrim-

inate among consumers and set a uniform price for all consumers. There-

fore, the marginal consumer’s, rather than the average consumer’s, valu-

ation of the product decides the market price. When the high-type con-

sumer is the marginal type, a high-type consumer is willing to pay pN(h) for

hardware N, where pN (h) is [CSN (h;h) ¡ CSO + HO]. The …rm’s pro…t is
¦NC(h) = [pN (h)¡HN ]Nh:When the middle-type consumer is the marginal
type, a middle-type consumer is willing to pay pN(m); where pN(m) is

[CSN(m;h;h) ¡ CSO + HO]: In this case, the …rm’s pro…t is ¦NC(m;h) =
[pN(m)¡HN ][Nm +Nh]:

4.2 Backward compatibility

This section studies how backward compatibility changes the marginal type’s

consumer surplus from hardware N and a¤ects the …rm’s pro…tability. When

the high type is the marginal type, the high-type consumer is willing to pay

pBCN (h) for hardware N, where pBCN (h) = CSBCN (h;h)¡CSO +HO: Similarly,
when the middle type is the marginal type, the middle type consumer is

willing to pay pBCN (m) for hardware N, where pBCN (m) isCSBCN (m;h;m)¡CSO
+HO:

As section 3.2 has shown, no matter which type is the marginal type, the
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marginal type gets a higher consumer surplus from hardware N under back-

ward compatibility than under non-compatibility. Therefore, the monopoly

pro…tability is higher under backward compatibility (¦BC(h) > ¦(h) and

¦BC(m;h) > ¦(m;h)).

However, critical to this result is Assumption 2 that enough varieties of

old-generation have already been developed and the varieties do not change

between non-compatibility and backward compatibility. When we relax As-

sumption 2, backward compatibility can actually increase the variety of old-

generation software, which has a negative e¤ect on the pro…tability of hard-

ware N. That is, backward compatibility can “back…re” against hardware N.

Therefore, the e¤ect of backward compatibility on the …rm’s pro…ts depends

on how software companies react to backward compatibility on old-generation

software market.

Proposition 3 Monopoly pro…tability is higher under backward compatibil-
ity than under non-compatibility. However, when Assumption 2 is relaxed,

backward compatibility can increase old-generation software variety, which

has a negative e¤ect on the monopoly pro…ts. Therefore, the e¤ect of back-

ward compatibility on pro…ts depends on how backward compatibility a¤ects

the old-generation software market.

The case of DVD vs. DIVX is one example of the “back…re”. Since the

underlying di¤erences between DVD and DIVX are relatively small, there

has not been a large group of consumers willing to pay much extra in order

to get the extra feature available through DIVX. In addition, software com-

panies can sell their products in DVD format to both consumer groups with

DVD and DIVX. As a result, software companies have primarily continued

to produce for DVD only, and DVD has become the market standard.
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5 The hardware company has controls on the software
market

So far we have analyzed the relationship between monopoly hardware pricing

and compatibility decision when the monopolist does not have property rights

on the software market. This section studies the relationship between them

when the monopolist has property rights on software as well as hardware.

Since it is di¢cult for the monopolist to produce all software programs

for its hardware, the monopolist allows other companies to supply software.

There are several strategies the monopolist can employ. In this paper, we

look at cases where the monopolist uses an open licensing policy: Any soft-

ware company can supply its software for hardware N as long as it pays the

licensing fee set by the monopolist. (The licensing contract is ‘open’ in that

sense.) The licensing fee allows the monopolist to make pro…ts from the

software market as well as the hardware market.

We assume that the monopolist sets its software licensing fee and its

hardware price together at the beginning of the game.28 After that, con-

sumers choose their hardware technologies. Then software companies supply

new-generation software on the terms set by the monopolist. This section

shows that the …rm can use a licensing fee as price discrimination device and

increase its pro…t.

5.1 Non-Compatibility

On the software market, any software company can supply programs for

hardware N by paying a variable fee (or royalty) f per unit. For instance,

when a software company sells k units of one program, it pays kf to the

monopolist.

With this licensing contract, the marginal unit production cost becomes

28Even though there is a time inconsistency problem in the …rm’s optimal licensing fee
(the monopoly optimal licensing fee is di¤erent between before selling and after selling its
hardware), we assume that the monopoly can make a commitment to its licensing fee.
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f . By lemma one, when all middle-type and high-type consumers purchase

hardware N, every consumer owning hardware N buys ym( FN
Nh+Nm

+ f) new-

generation software programs each at price FN
Nh+Nm

+ f: When yh(FN
Nh
+ f) >

ym( FN
Nh+Nm

+f); every high-type consumer purchases additional (yh(FN
Nh
+f)¡

ym( FN
Nh+Nm

+f)) programs each at price FN
Nh
+f: The prices of new-generation

software increase and the number of software programs declines. Therefore, a

licensing fee lowers consumer surplus from hardware N, which is internalized

into a hardware price drop.

However, the licensing fee generates pro…ts from the software market.

Therefore, there is a trade-o¤ between the pro…ts from the hardware market

and the pro…ts from the software market in setting a licensing fee. Thus, the

monopolist will charge a positive licensing fee only if the pro…ts gain from

the software market are larger than the pro…ts loss in the hardware market.

The hardware price will be set equal to the marginal type’s willingness-

to-pay for hardware N. When the high type is the marginal consumer to buy

hardware N, the loss of consumer surplus is always larger than the revenue

generated by the licensing fee. Figure 5.1 shows this result clearly. The

licensing fee reduces the consumer surplus from hardware N, which is mea-

sured by area (A). Part of this loss is captured by the …rm as pro…ts from the

licensing fee, which is measured by area (B). The area of (B) is always less

than the area of (A). The area of (C), which is (A)-(B), represents the dead-

weight loss generated by the licensing fee. Therefore, the combined pro…ts

are maximized with a zero licensing fee (f = 0).

Let us analyze the case where middle type is the marginal type. Figure 5.2

shows the case. The licensing fee decreases the consumer surplus of middle

type and high type consumers di¤erently. However, since the hardware price

is decided by a marginal type’s valuation, the change in hardware price is

entirely determined by the change in the middle type’s consumer surplus.

The price drop is measured by area (a)+(c). The pro…ts generated by a

middle-type consumer on the software side are measured by area (a) and are

always less than the hardware price drop ((a)+(c)). Therefore, the licensing
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fee decreases the total revenue from middle-type consumers. However, since

the high-type consumers buy a di¤erent number of programs, the pro…ts

generated by high-type consumers on the software side are measured by area

(a)+(b) and can be higher than the hardware price drop. Therefore, the

monopolist can increase the total revenue from high-type consumers. If the

increase in revenue from the high-type consumers is larger than the decrease

in revenue from the middle-type consumers (ie. Nhb is larger than (Nh +

Nm)c), the combined pro…ts increase with the licensing fee. The following

example shows that the …rm’s pro…t increases with a positive licensing fee.

Example 3 U(x; y;m) = log(x+ y) + log(y) + 3, U(x; y;h) = log(x+ y) +
5 log(y)+3, FN = NH = NM = 1 ( FN

NH
= 1; FN

NH+NM
= 0:5): Without licensing

fee, middle type consumers buy 4 new generation software products and get

2log(4)+1 consumer surplus from the new system. Therefore, the …rm can set

the hardware price at 2log(4)+1, and its pro…t becomes 4log(4)+2. However,

with setting f = 0:25;middle type consumers buy 8
3
new generation software

products and get 2log(8
3
) + 1 consumer surplus. However, the …rm can gen-

erate pro…ts with licensing fee at the software market, 2
3
from a middle type

consumer and 6
5
from a high type consumer. These extra revenue from the

software market are larger than the hardware price drop. Therefore, the …rm

can increase its pro…ts with a positive licensing fee.

Proposition 4 When high type is the marginal type, the …rm’s optimal li-
censing fee is zero, which is equivalent to giving up its property right on the

software market. When middle type is the marginal type, the …rm can price

discriminate among consumers more e¤ectively and increase pro…ts with the

combination of hardware price and licensing fee.

A positive licensing fee increases prices of software, which has di¤erent

e¤ects on middle-type and high-type consumers. The …rm can price discrim-

inate between consumers and can increase its pro…tability with a positive

licensing fee.
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Remark 2 (Organizational Issue)

When the …rm has control rights on both hardware and software markets,

one organizational issue is how the …rm should control the software market.

The …rm has two choices: One is to set a zero licensing fee and extract the

maximized consumer surplus with a hardware price. The other is to price

discriminate between consumers with a combination of a hardware price and

a licensing fee. The …rm’s optimal choice is determined by the relative size

of Nhb and (Nh + Nm)c in …gure 5.2: As the size of middle type consumers

gets larger, the optimal licensing fee becomes zero. However, when Nh gets

larger, the …rm can increase its pro…ts with a positive licensing fee. Also, the

size of b is related to the preference di¤erence between the middle and the

high type. When their preferences are su¢ciently homogenous, the size of b
gets closer to zero, and the optimal licensing fee becomes zero. That is, the

…rm’s optimal organization form depends on the distribution of consumer

preferences.

5.2 Backward compatibility

Nintendo decided against backward compatibility between their new 16-bit

system and their existing 8-bit games. Some analysts criticized the incom-

patibility decision. Backward compatibility would have been a strong selling

point for the 16-bit system because of their massive stock of Nintendo 8-bit

software.29 This section shows that the monopolist optimally can choose non-

compatibility when the …rm can also make pro…ts from the software market

with a licensing fee.

Since backward compatibility increases the marginal type’s valuation of

hardware N, it increases the …rm’s pro…ts from the hardware market. How-

ever, since consumers owning hardware N spend less on new-generation

software under backward compatibility, it decreases the demand for new-

generation software and the monopolist’s pro…ts from the software market.
29See Brandenburger and Nalebu¤ (1996).
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Therefore, backward compatibility involves a trade-o¤ between pro…ts from

the hardware side and the software side.

When the …rm’s optimal licensing fee is zero under non-compatibility, its

pro…ts come from only hardware sales. Therefore, backward compatibility is

the optimal compatibility choice for the …rm.

However, when the optimal licensing fee is positive under non-compatibility,

backward compatibility involves the trade-o¤. The optimal compatibility

choice is determined by the relative sizes of the pro…t gain from the hard-

ware market and the pro…t loss from the software market.

The relative size depends on how consumers substitute between old-

generation and new-generation software. For instance, let us consider an

extreme case where the marginal utility of new-generation software does not

depend on old-generation software programs. In this case, consumers do

not reduce their expenditure on new-generation software. Therefore, back-

ward compatibility increases the pro…ts from the hardware market without

reducing the pro…ts from the software market. Backward compatibility is

the optimal compatibility choice for the …rm. However, when the extent of

substitution between old- and new-generation software is su¢ciently strong,

backward compatibility decreases the pro…ts from the software market more

than the pro…t gained from the hardware market. In this case, the …rm op-

timally chooses non-compatibility and tries to make old-generation software

obsolete, even though the monopolist can technologically support backward

compatibility in hardware N. Therefore, the optimal compatibility choice de-

pends on how homogeneous consumers are and how they substitute between

old and new-generation software.

Proposition 5 When the monopolist can make pro…ts from the software

market with a licensing fee, backward compatibility involves a trade-o¤ be-

tween the pro…ts from the hardware market and the pro…ts from the software

market. The relative size determines the …rm’s optimal compatibility. When

the extent of substitution between old- and new-generation software is su¢-

ciently strong, the …rm is more likely to choose non-compatibility.
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Example 4 U(x; y;m) = log(x+ y) + log(y) + 3, U(x; y;h) = log(x+ y) +
5 log(y) + 3, FN = NH = NM = 1 ( FN

NH
= 1; FN

NH+NM
= 0:5);and ¹px = 0:4:

Under non-compatibility, the optimal licensing fee is 0.35, and the pro…ts

are 7.80. Under backward compatibility, the optimal licensing fee is 0.3, and

the pro…ts are 7.79, which is lower than the pro…ts under non-compatibility.

Therefore, non-compatibility can be an optimal compatibility choice for the

…rm with control rights on the software market.

Remark 3 Planned obsolescence.

With making its hardware non-compatible (rather than backward com-

patible) with the previous standard, the …rm reduces consumers’ spending on

old-generation software and make obsolete the old-generation hardware. This

topic is related to planned obsolescence, including Choi (1994) and Waldman

(1993). Choi (1994) and Waldman (1993) analyze a monopolist’s compati-

bility decision between old and new products when the monopolist can make

old units obsolete by introducing incompatible, new products. However, they

assume that the monopolist has only two choices, non-compatibility and two-

way compatibility. In their models, backward compatibility is always a better

choice than non-compatibility. Therefore, they do not explain why the mo-

nopolist chooses non-compatibility rather than backward compatibility.

6 Conclusion

We have built a formal vertically-di¤erentiated products model that allows

the interaction of consumers’ preferences and network e¤ects. Within this

framework, we studied a hardware …rm’s decision to make its products for-

ward and backward compatible. The one-way compatibility decision dramat-

ically changes the relationship among consumers-software-hardware and has

critical e¤ects on market adoption of new technology and the pro…ts of a

monopoly supplier of hardware.

There are several potential areas for extended research. We have analyzed

these issues in the model with only three types of consumers. If we extend
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this paper into a continuous-types model, we could get a more general market

demand curve, which would be more useful for empirical work.

We have assumed that the hardware monopolist adopts the open licensing

policy in the software market when she has property rights on the software

market. However, there are several other strategies the monopolist can em-

ploy. It would be interesting to determine which strategies become optimal

for the monopolist in which situations.

In this paper, no consumers initially had the old-generation system. An-

other case worth studying would be one in which a consumer’s own past

consumption pattern reveals her type. In other words, a consumer’s type

is related to whether or not she has the old system, as well as the number

of software programs she has purchased. In this case, backward compati-

bility a¤ects consumers di¤erently along consumer types through their past

consumption patterns.
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Appendix (A)
Lemma 1: Suppose that b middle-type consumers and d high-type con-
sumers purchase hardware N. At the free-entry equilibrium, every consumer

owning hardware O buys vo old generation software programs, each at price

¹px; where ¹px = Ux(vo; 0). Every consumer owning hardware N buys ym( FNb+d)
new-generation software programs, each at price FN

b+d
:When yh(FN

d
) is higher

than ym( FN
b+d
); every high-type consumer purchases additional (yh(FN

d
) ¡

ym( FN
b+d
)) programs, each at price FN

d
:

Proof. Let [vx; px1; px2; ::: pxvx] denote the number and prices of old-

generation software programs. Let [vy; py1; py2; ... pyvy ] denote the number

and prices of new-generation software programs in the free-entry equilibrium.

We will …nd the number and prices of software programs satisfying the free-

entry equilibrium condition. We sort software programs according to their

prices, starting from the lowest to the highest: px1 · px2 · :: · pxvx and py1
· py2 · .. · pyvy :
Claim One: When there are ® old-generation software program, all of

these ® programs sell uniformly at price Ux(®; 0):

Step One. The lowest price, px1; must be equal or higher than Ux(®; 0):
Suppose not. Since the marginal utility (Ux(®; 0)) is higher than the price

(px1); the company could sell its program to all consumers owning hardware

O even with a slightly higher price, which implies the pricing is not optimal.

Step Two. The highest price, pk; must be Ux(®; 0):
If pk is higher than Ux(®; 0); the program does not sell, since pk >

Ux(®; 0):

Step One and Step Two imply that all programs must be uniformly priced

at Ux(®; 0):

By Assumption 2, software companies cannot recover its development

cost, and there is no additional entry on the old-generation software side.

Therefore, on the old-generation software market, every consumer owning

hardware O buys vx old generation software programs, each at price ¹px:
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Claim Two: On the new-generation software market, the unique combi-
nation satisfying the free-entry equilibrium condition is [vy = ym( FNb+d); pni =
FN
b+d

for all i = 1; 2;..ym( FN
b+d
)] when yh(FN

d
) < ym( FN

b+d
):

Step One. Suppose that some pni are lower than FN
b+d
: Then the programs

whose prices are lower than FN
b+d

cannot recover the development cost, Fn, even

by selling their products to all potential consumers. So all prices must be

higher than or equal to FN
b+d
:

Step Two. vy must be ym( FNb+d):
Suppose vy is larger than ym( FNb+d): The vy-th variety cannot recover FN ,

since Uy(0; vy;m) < FN
b+d

and Uy(0; vy;h) < FN
d
.

Suppose vy is less than ym( FNb+d): Then the vy-th variety can sell b+d units

with a higher price than FN
b+d
; since Uy(0; vy;m) > FN

b+d
: The vy-th variety makes

a positive pro…t, which violates the free-entry condition.

Step Three. The ym( FN
b+d
)th variety cannot recover the …xed cost with a

higher price than Fn
b+d

since Uy(0; ym( FNb+d);h) <
FN
d
and Uy(0; ym( FNb+d);m) =

FN
b+d
. Therefore, the ym( FN

b+d
)th variety must be priced at Fn

b+d
:

Step One and Step Three imply that all new-generation software programs

are priced at FN
b+d
: Therefore, the combination [vy = ym( FNb+d); pni =

FN
b+d

for

all i = 1; 2; ::ym( FN
b+d
)] is the unique one satisfying the free-entry equilibrium

condition.

Claim Three: When yh(FN
d
) > ym( FN

b+d
), the unique combination sat-

isfying the free-entry equilibrium condition is [vy = yh(FN
d
); pni =

FN
b+d

for

i = 1; 2;..ym( FN
b+d
) and pyi = FN

d
; for i = ym( FN

b+d
) + 1; ::; yh(FN

d
)]:

Step One. Suppose that some pni are lower than FN
b+d
: Then the programs

whose prices are lower than FN
b+d
cannot recover the development cost, Fn, even

by selling their products to all b + d potential consumers. So all price must

be higher than or equal to FN
b+d
:

Step Two. vy must be yh(FNd ):
Suppose vy is larger than yh(FNd ): The vy-th variety cannot recover FN ,

since Uy(0; vy;m) < FN
b+d

and Uy(0; vy;h) < FN
d
.
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Suppose vy is less than yh(FNd ): Then the vy-th variety can sell d units

with a higher price than FN
d
; since Uy(0; vy;h) > FN

d
: The vy-th variety makes

a positive pro…t, which violates the free-entry condition.

Step Three. When vy is yh(FNd ); all programs that are ranked (based
on price) between ym( FN

b+d
) + 1; and vy must be priced at FNd :

Middle-type consumers purchase at most ym( FN
b+d
) programs since the

prices are higher than or equal to FN
b+d
: Therefore, the programs that are

ranked (based on price) between ym( FN
b+d
)+1 and vy can sell at most d units.

Therefore, the prices of these programs must be uniformly FN
d
:

Step Four. All programs that are ranked (based on price) between 1
and ym( FN

b+d
) must be priced at FN

b+d
:

The ym( FN
b+d
)th variety can recover FN by selling b+ d units at price FN

b+d

or selling d units at price FN
d
: Suppose ym( FN

b+d
)th variety sells d units at

price FN
d
: In this case,( ym( FN

b+d
) ¡ 1)th variety can make pro…ts more than

FN with selling b + d units at price Uy(0; ym( FNb+d) ¡ 1;m) > FN
b+d
;which

violates the free-entry equilibrium condition. Therefore, at the free-entry

equilibrium, the ym( FN
b+d
)th variety must be priced at FN

b+d
: Since all prices are

no less than FN
b+d
; all programs that are ranked between 1 and ym( FN

b+d
) must

be priced at FN
b+d
: Therefore, the combination [vy = yh(FN

d
); pni =

FN
b+d
for

i = 1; 2;..ym( FN
b+d
) and pyi = FN

d
; for i = ym( FN

b+d
) + 1; ::; yh(FN

d
)] is the unique

free-entry equilibrium outcome.
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Old Software

  New Hardware

  New Software

Forward
compatible

Backward
compatible

Figure 1.1 Compatibility between two generations of standards: Backward
compatibility and forward compatibility.

Hardware
Compatibility decisions

ConsumersSoftware

The number and  prices of software
programs are endogenously decided
by consumers’ consumption
patterns.

Compatibility decisions
determine which software
programs consumers can use
with their hardware
technologies.

The number and prices
of software programs
decide the demand for
hardware.

Figure 1.2. The relationships among hardware,
software, and consumers.



A hardware firm makes its compatibility decision and sets its price
for Hardware N.

Consumers choose their hardware.

Software companies enter by incurring developing cost and supply
their software programs.

Consumers buy the optimal number of software programs for their
hardware.

Figure 2.1. Timing of the game.
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Figure 3.2B. Backward compatibility can decrease
high-type consumers’ surplus from hardware N.
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Figure 3.2A. Backward compatibility increases the
consumer base and high-type consumers’ surplus from
hardware N.
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Figure 5.1. The gain of profits on the software market generated by a
licensing fee is always less than the loss of profits on the hardware
market when high-type consumers are the marginal type.

Figure 5.2. The gain of profits on the software market can be larger than
the loss of profits on the hardware market. Therefore, the firm can
increase its profitability with a positive licensing fee.

High type consumers’ demand function for
software.

Rectangle =  profits from the
licensing fee,  B

Triangle  = The deadweight loss, C = A- B

Pentagon =  reduction of consumer surplus, which is equal to
the hardware price drop. A

Number of software
programs


